Abstract In this paper, we utilize feature extraction and model-fitting techniques to process the rhetoric found in the web sites of 23 Indonesian Islamic religious organizations to profile their ideology and activity patterns along a hypothesized radical/counter-radical scale, and present an end-to-end system that is able to help researchers to visualize the data in an interactive fashion on a timeline. The subject data of this study is 37,000 articles downloaded from the web sites of these organizations dating from 2001 to 2011. We develop algorithms to rank these organizations by assigning them to probable positions on the scale. We show that the developed Rasch model fits the data using Andersen's LR-test. We create a gold standard of the ranking of these organizations through an expertise elicitation tool. We compute expert-to-expert agreements, and we present experimental results comparing the performance of three baseline methods to show that the Rasch model not only outperforms the baseline methods, but it is also the only system that performs at expert-level accuracy.
Introduction
Being able to asses information on radical and moderate actors in a geographic area is an important research topic for national security. Radicalism is the ideological conviction that it is acceptable, and in some cases, obligatory to use violence to effect profound political, cultural and religious transformations and change the existing social order fundamentally. Muslim radical movements have complex origins and depend on diverse factors that enable translation of their radical ideology into social, political and religious movements. Crelinste (2002) , in his work, states that ''both violence and terrorism possess a logic and grammar that must be understood if we are to prevent or control them''. Therefore, analysis of Muslim radical and counter-radical movements requires attention to the global, national and local social, economic and political contexts in which they are located. Similarly, in the Islamic context, counter-radical discourse takes various different forms; discursive and narrative refutations of extremist claims, symbolic action such as ritual and other religious and cultural practices, and Islamic arguments for pluralism, peaceful relations with non-Muslims, democracy, etc. The most effective counter-radicals are likely to be religiously conservative Muslims. Effective containment and defeat of radicalism depends on our ability to recognize various levels of radicalization, and detection of counter-radical voices.
In our previous work (Davulcu et al. 2010 ), we attempted a clustering approach to obtain ''natural groupings'' of a number of local non-government religious social movements and organizations in Indonesia. Social scientists on our team observed that clustering results were not fully able to separate all counter-radical or radical organizations into pure clusters. Pure radical clusters were easily identified due to high similarity among their support for violent practices. Pure counterradical clusters were identified due to their strong reactionary opposition to violent practices through protests and rhetoric. But the rest of the groupings were mixed. We realized that binary labeling as counter-radical or radical does not capture the overlap, movement and interactivity among these organizations. In this paper, we hypothesize that both counterradical and radical movements in Muslim societies exhibit distinct combinations of discrete states comprising various social, political, and religious beliefs, attitudes and practices, that can be mapped to a latent linear continuum or a scale. Using such a scale, an analyst can determine where exactly along the spectrum any particular group lies, and also potentially where it is heading with its rhetoric and activity.
Given the complex nature of the task, such as regional differences in local cultures, beliefs and practices, and in the absence of readily available high-accuracy parsers, highly structured religio-social ontologies, and information extraction systems; we decided to devise a multi-lingual nonlinguistic text processing pipeline that relies on only statistical modeling of keyword frequency and co-occurrence information. However, we designed the system to be able to incorporate additional information extracted from the text, if available. For example, named entity recognition (NER), machine translation, and GIS-based location lookup information are part of the user-interface presentation.
We (Tikves et al. 2011 ) worked with social scientists on our team to come up with an orthogonal model comprising of two primary dimensions. Both dimensions, (1) radical/ counter-radical and (2) violent/non-violent, are characterized as latent, partial orders of discrete beliefs and practices based on a generalization of item order in Guttman scaling (Guttman 1950 ) using a Rasch model (Andric 1988) . A true Guttman scale is a deterministic process, i.e., if a social movement subscribes to a certain belief or practice, then it must also agree with all lower-order practices and beliefs on the scale. Of course, such perfect order is rare in the social world. The Rasch model provides a probabilistic framework for Guttman scales to accommodate for incomplete observations and measurement errors.
We have designed a web-based system to visualize this orthogonal model. The web tools provided by the system allows drilling down on specific data, and plotting the trends and trajectories of organizations on a timeline. It consists of several modules: an off-line web mining, and data-processing pipeline, two web services for application logic, and an AJAX-based presentation layer. The web-based interface built for this study can be accessed through the web site at http://www.demo.minerva-project.org. In this paper, we present several scenarios with this tool in Sect. 5.
In this paper, we present feature extraction, feature selection, and model-fitting techniques to process the rhetoric found in the web sites of 23 religious Indonesian organizations-comprising a total of 37,000 articles dating from 2001 to 2011. We aim to identify their ideology and activity patterns along a hypothesized radical/counter-radical scale, and rank them to probable positions on this scale (McPhee 1995) . The automated ordering of organizations is formed by ranking the organizations according to their estimated positions on the latent scale. We used the eRm 1 package to fit the Rasch model on this data set, and identify organizations' positions based on maximum likelihood estimation ( Le Cam 1990) . We show that the model fits the data using the Andersen's likelihood ratio test (LR-test) (Hessen 2010) . We also created a gold standard of the ranking of these organizations through an expert-opinion elicitation tool, and through the opinions of three ethnographers on our team who collectively possess 35 years of scholarly expertise on Indonesia and Islam. We computed expert-to-gold standard agreements, as well as compared the performance of three different baseline computational methods to show that the Rasch model presented here not only performs the best among the baseline methods but that it is also the only method that performs at an expert level of accuracy.
Organization of the paper
Next section provides an introduction to the theory of Guttman scaling and Rash models. Section 3 defines the problem, presents the system architecture, and the methods used to solve the problem. Section 4 describes the Indonesian corpus, expert-opinion elicitation tool, baseline computational methods, and experimental evaluations. Section 5 discusses the user-interface designed for navigating our findings. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Introduction of Guttman scaling and Rasch model
In social science, scaling is a process of measuring and ordering entities called subjects, based on their qualitative attributes called items. In general, subjects are requested to respond to surveys conducted by means of structured interviews or questionnaires. Items are presented to the subjects in form of questions. Statistical analysis of the response of the subjects on the questions about items are used in scaling the subjects. Some of the widely followed scaling procedure in social science surveys are Likert scale (Likert 1932) , Thurnstone scale (Thurnstone 1928), and Guttman scale (McIver 1981) . In Likert scale, subjects indicate their magnitude of agreement or disagreement about an item (from strongly agree to strongly disagree) on a five-to ten-point scale. On the other hand, Thurnstone scale is a formal method of ordering the attitudes of the subjects toward the items. Guttman scaling procedure orders both the subjects and the items simultaneously with respect to some underlying cumulative continuum. In this paper, we follow the Guttman scaling process to rank the organizations based on their response on the radical and counter-radical keywords.
Guttman scaling
A Guttman scale (Guttman 1950 ) presents a number of items to which each subject is requested to provide a dichotomous response, e.g., agree/disagree, yes/no, or 1/0. This scaling procedure is based on the premise that the items have strict orders (i.e., the items are presented to the subjects ranked according to the level of the item's difficulty). An item ''A'' is said to be ''more difficult'' than an item ''B'', if any subject answering ''yes'' on item ''A'' implies that the subject will also answer ''yes'' on item ''B''. A subject who responds to an item positively is expected to respond positively to all the items of lesser difficulty. For example, to find out how extreme a subject's view is on Guttman scale, the subject is presented with the following series of items in question form.
(1) Are you willing to permit immigrants to live in your country? (2) Are you willing to permit immigrants to live in your community? (3) Are you willing to permit immigrants to live in your neighborhood? (4) Are you willing to permit immigrants to live to your next door? (5) Are you willing to permit your child to marry an immigrant? If the items form a Guttman scale, any subject agreeing with any item in this series, will also agree with other items of lower rank-order in this series. Guttman scale is a deterministic process and the score of a subject depends on the number of affirmative responses he has made on the items. So, a score of 2 for a subject in the above Guttman scale not only means he has given affirmative response to two of the questions or items but also indicates that he agrees with two particular questions, namely the first and second. Scores in Guttman scale can also be interpreted as the ''ability'' of a subject in answering questions sorted in increasing order of ''difficulty''. These scores when presented on an underlying scale,
give us an ordering of the subjects based on their ''ability'' also.
The objective of our paper is to order the Indonesian Islamic organizations based on their views on religio-social keywords which have an inherent ordering. For example, two such keywords are ''Quran'' and ''Sharia''. An organization supporting ''Sharia'' will also likely to ''believe in Quran''. So it makes sense to use Guttman scaling procedure to rank the organizations and their beliefs and practices. One drawback of Guttman scale is that it is deterministic and assumes a strict ordering of the items. In real world, it is difficult to order all the items in such a strict level of increasing difficulty, therefore, perfect scales are not often observed in practice. Furthermore, many times, the order of the items are not known since they are not straightforwardly comparable. In addition, measurement errors might lead to responses that do not strictly fit the ordering. As a result, we can no longer conclude deterministically that if a subject answers a question affirmative, whether she will be able to give affirmative answers to other questions of lower order in the same questionnaire. We use Rasch model to overcome this drawback by taking into account measurement error.
Rasch model
Rasch model (Andric 1988) provides a probabilistic framework for Guttman scales. In Rasch model, the probability of a specified binary response (e.g., a subject agreeing or disagreeing to an item) is modeled as a function of subject's and item's parameters. Specifically in the simple Rasch model, the probability of a positive response (yes) is modeled as a logistic function of the difference between the subject and item's parameters. Item parameters pertain to the difficulty of items while subject parameters pertain to the ability of subjects who are assessed. A subject of higher ability, related to the difficulty of an item, has higher probability to respond to a question affirmatively. In this paper, Rasch models are used to assess the organizations degree of being radical or counter-radical based on the religio-social keywords (items) appearing in their rhetoric.
Rasch model also maps the responses of the subjects to the items in binary or dichotomous format, i.e., 1 or 0. Let Bernoulli variable X vi denotes the response of a subject v to the item i, variable h v denotes the parameter of ''ability'' of the subject v and b i denotes the parameter of ''difficulty'' of an item i. According to the simple Rasch model, the probability that the subject v responds 1 for item i is given by:
Rasch model assumes that the data under analysis have the following properties.
e., the response probability does not depend on other variable 2. Sufficiency sum of responses contains all information on ability of a subject, regardless which item it has responded 3. Conditional independence for a fixed subject, there is no correlation between any two items 4. Monotonicity response probability increases with higher values of h, i.e., subject's ability.
Items with s i = P v n x vi value of 0 or n, and subjects with r v = P i k x vi value of 0 or k are removed prior to estimation, where n is the total number of subjects and k is the total number of items. Running Rasch model on the data gives us an item parameter estimate or a score for each item. In general, the estimation of b i or score for an item i is calculated through conditional maximum likelihood (CML) estimation (Pawitan 2001) . The conditional likelihood function for measuring item parameter estimate is defined as:
where r represents the sum over all combinations of r items. Similarly, the maximum likelihood is used to calculate subject parameter estimation h v or score for each subject. Expectation-maximization algorithms (Hunter 2004 ) are used in implementing CML estimation in Rasch model. We can also assess whether the data fit the model by looking at goodness of fit indices, such as the Andersen's LR-test.
To evaluate the quality of these measurements, we run Anderson LR-test (Hessen 2010 ) on the set of data. The test gives us a goodness of fit of the data in Rasch model, i.e., it tells us whether the data follows the assumptions of Rasch model. A p value, returned by the test, indicates the goodness of fit and a p value 2 higher than 0.05 indicates no presence of lack of fit.
Implementing Rasch model in the text mining domain
In this paper, we use Guttman scaling and Rasch model to find a ranking of 23 religious organizations based on extremity of their views are on radicalism and counterradicalism. In our application, Rasch-model subjects correspond to a group of religious organizations, and items correspond to a set of keywords for socio-cultural, political, religious radical and counter-radical beliefs, and practices. An organization responding ''yes'' to a feature means the organization exhibits that feature in its narrative, while an organization responding ''no'' to a feature indicates that the organization does not exhibit such a feature. Difficulty of an item translates to strength of the corresponding attitude in defining radical or counter-radical ideology of any organization. Similarly ability of a subject in this case means the degree of radicalism or counterradicalism exhibited by an organization's rhetoric. Other works in text-mining domain, such as sentiment analysis, have used Rasch model in their analysis (Drehmer et al. 2000) . Details of keyword extraction and selection are presented in Sect. 3.3.
Methods

Problem definition
The primary goal of this study is to build a semi-automated method to rank religious organizations from a certain geographical region on a scale of radicalism versus counterradicalism using their web sites. The efficacy of the generated model is evaluated by comparing it against baseline methods and expert-level performance. In addition to accomplishing these goals, we also present an end-to-end system architecture, and a graphical user-interface design to facilitate faceted search and browsing of this corpus.
System architecture
A summary of the system architecture can be seen in Fig. 1 . The system is a composition of four components: a data-gathering component, which does web crawling, and text extraction; a scale generation component, performing scaling algorithms; application services component, which consists of several web services, and finally, a web userinterface component, presenting the data to the end user.
Data gathering
Initially, social scientists are invited to use their domain and area expertise to identify a set of organizations, and hypothesize any number of unipolar or bipolar scales that could explain the variance among their beliefs and practices. Next, a set of web crawling scripts are created for extraction of articles from those organizations' web sites. For each organization's corpus, we extract their top-k n-grams, and a union of all these phrases are presented to experts for feature selection. Downloaded articles are then converted into XML structures, containing their original text, their set of keywords, and extracted information such as person, location and organization names using a NER tool for Indonesian language, and their machine translations into English.
An example document snippet is shown in Fig. 2 . Here the original input (content, source), and a sample of the automatically extracted information corresponding to DATE, PERSON, and LOCATION can be seen. The corresponding XML versions for each input document are then stored in a document database for processing.
Keyword extraction and selection
To identify candidate keywords, one option was to translate the documents into English and apply readily available keyword-extraction methods (Michael 2010 ). However, it was preferable to preserve the original expression of the phrases in the original language. Hence, we utilized a nonlinguistic technique that relies only on statistical occurrence, and frequency information.
Within each document, the words were separated by whitespace or punctuation marks. We considered each keyword to be an n-gram of one to three words. We treated each organization as one document and calculated the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) (Salton 1988) values for every single n-gram mentioned by these organizations. Top 100 n-grams with the highest TF-IDF values from each organization were used to generate a candidate list of topics that these organizations discuss most frequently. Next, we asked our team of experts to screen and manually select identify {social, political, economic, and religious} keywords corresponding to beliefs, goals and practices. During this process, our team of experts screened a total of 790 candidate keywords and they selected 29 keywords for inclusion in the radical scale, and 26 keywords for inclusion in the counter-radical scale.
Debates and perspective analysis
Upon inspecting the keywords selected by our team of experts, we observed that some of these keywords correspond to differing perspectives on a set of topics that are debated within these web sites. Definition of debate is ''a formal discussion on a particular topic in a public meeting or legislative assembly, in which opposing arguments are put forward''.
3 During a debate on a particular topic, like education, both radical and counter-radical organizations discuss different perspectives such as ''secular multi-cultural education'' versus ''Sharia based religious education''.
To design an automated perspective detection algorithm, we made the following simplifying assumptions.
1. Organizations will mostly discuss their own perspective in a debate. 2. Organizations will occasionally mention others perspectives, however, then relate them back to their own perspective.
In the following sections, we present a mathematical formulation of the perspective keyword-generation problem for a given topic, provide an NP-completeness proof, and design an exact solution through an integer linear programming (ILP)-based solver. Our future work involves finding an efficient approximation algorithm for this problem.
Perspective keywords-generation problem
Perspective keywords-generation problem (PKGP) is defined as follows. Given a topic (a keyword) T, and two sets of documents T R and T CR where T R contains n documents T R ¼ fD R;1 ; D R;2 ; . . .; D R;n g and T CR contains m documents T CR ¼ fD CR;1 ; D CR;2 ; . . .; D CR;m g: From each document D R;i 2 T R ðD CR;j 2 T CR Þ, we collect a set of words W R,i , V1 B i B n (W CR,j , V1 B j B m) which appear two words before and two words after each occurrence of the topic T in that document. Let us define W as the union of all the W R,i , V1 B i B n and W CR,j , V1 B j B m. If the cardinality of W is p, then W can be given as W ¼ fw 1 ; w 2 ; . . .;
Let the frequency of word w k in document D R,i is given as f R,i (w k ) and the frequency of word w k in document D CR,j as f CR,j (w k ). A system for ranking organizations using social scale analysis 317 . . .; a n g and a size sða i Þ 2 Z þ ; 8i; 1 i n: Question Does the set A contain two nonempty sub-sets A 1 and A 2 that (1)
WPP has been shown to be NP-complete in (van Emde Boa 1981).
Theorem 1 PKGP is NP-complete.
Proof It is easy to see that PKGP is in NP since a nondeterministic algorithm needs only to guess a partition of the word set W into W 0 and W 00 and check in polynomial time if all the constraints hold for this partition and also if jW 0 j þ jW 00 j K:
WPP is a restricted version of PKGP. First we create a restricted instance of PKGP as follows: let T R and T CR contains one documents each, i.e, T R = {D R,1 } and T CR = {D CR,1 }. Frequency of a word w i 2 W; 81 i n in document D R,1 and D CR,1 is taken to be equal, i.e., f R,1 (w i ) = f CR,1 (w i ) = s(a i ). The parameter K is taken to be equal to |W|. This instance of PKGP is similar to an instance of WP in the following way: the set A contains element a i for every word w i 2 W:
If we find a weak partition of A, as sets A 1 and A 2 such that P
sða j Þ, then we can find subsets of W, as sets W 1 and W 2 , such that w i 2 W 1 if a i 2 A 1 and w j 2 W 2 if a j 2 A 2 , respectively. In addition, P
sða j Þ; implies that both the constraints P w i 2W 0 f R;1 ðw i Þ ! P w j 2W 00 f R;1 ðw j Þ and P w i 2W 0 f CR;1 ðw i Þ P w j 2W 00 f CR;1 ðw j Þ are true, because s(a i ) = f R,1 (w i ) = f CR,1 (w i ), V1 B i B n. Since K = |W|, the constraint jW 0 j þ jW 00 j K will trivially hold. So, WPP is a restricted version of PKGP.
Since WPP is known to be NP-complete, PKGP is also NPcomplete.
Integer linear programming formulation for PKGP
We formulate an ILP to solve the PKGP optimally. For each word w i 2 W, we use two variables x i and y i . x i is 1 if and only if the word w i is in W 1 and y i is 1 if and only if the word w i is in W 2 . Then constraint (3) means sets W 1 and W 2 disjoint. Constraint (4) ensures that these sets (W 1 and W 2 ) are also non-empty. Constraints (5) and (6) 
x i 2 f0; 1g; y i 2 f0; 1g; 8i ¼ 1; . . .; p ð7Þ
Social scale generation
Social scale generation is done by building response tables; a pair of tables for a bipolar scale, such as radical/counterradical (R/CR), or a single table for a unipolar scale, by thresholding the occurrence frequencies of the selected keywords in the organizations' web corpus. The scale-generation architecture is shown in Fig. 3 . Here, the flow of the processes and data can be seen as interactions between experts and automated modules. The system works as follows.
-Initially, area experts to identify a set of organizations, and hypothesize any number of unipolar or bipolar scales that could explain the variance among the beliefs and practices of the organizations. -Next, we crawl and download the web sites of the organizations, and the system automatically extracts the top-k candidate keywords for consideration in the -Two types of other information are collected for evaluation purposes. First, expert rankings of the organizations, using a graphical drag-and-drop expertopinion elicitation tool shown in Fig. 11 . Expert rankings are merged into a consensus gold standard of rankings. Next, two other computational baseline methods; one based on simple sorting, and another based on principal component analysis (Jolliffe 2002) , are used to generate alternative computational rankings shown in Fig. 12 .
In addition, the data for the violence/non-violence are gathered using a separately developed tool, by collecting the opinion of the experts. A future work will also include automated generation of this dimension, as well.
Feature extraction
After identifying the keywords for the analysis, we needed to search the web site corpus of the organizations for the matching items. This yielded a term-document matrix.
This task was performed in a simple three-step procedure; initially, the occurrence frequencies of particular keywords were counted within each organization's corpus, then, a threshold matrix was calculated from the initial values, and finally, a binary response matrix was generated by applying these thresholds to the initial values.
The frequency metric is shown in formula 8, where k is the keyword, o is the organization, and D o is the document set pertaining to that particular organization.
A threshold value for each keyword is calculated by taking the median of the values in the related column. Median was preferred over mean as a threshold, since the distribution of the values did not fit Gaussian distribution, yet median empirically proved to be a better measure. 
Model fitting
We fit the Rasch model on two datasets: (1) radical organizations with radical keywords and (2) counter-radical organizations with counter-radical keywords. We used the eRm package in R, an open source statistical software package, 4 to fit a Rasch model to the dataset, and obtain the organizations' scores on the latent scale, which are the the subject parameter estimates (h v ) discussed in the previous section. The eRm package 5 fits Rasch models and provide subjects or organizations parameter estimates based on maximum likelihood estimation.
The automated scale of the organizations is formed by ranking the organizations according to their estimates on the latent scale. Not only we can provide the organization estimates but we can also assess whether the model fits the data by looking at several goodness of fit indices, such as the Andersen's LR-test.
Application services
We use two backend services in the application layer to present the data to the user interface. First, all the extracted textual information are stored in Apache Solr, 6 providing facilities like full-text search and faceting (Tunkelang 2009), using an AJAX interface. In addition, a WCF-based scaling service is used to infer scales in real time. This particular service loads the response table, and the previously generated scale data, and estimates the R/CR scale 
User interface
The user interface is responsible for representing our input data, and the findings to the experts in an interactive fashion. Users should be in control of the selection of the data displayed, and filtering with organization names, or a specific date range, or using other parameters such as arbitrary keywords, or geographic locations. While performing these tasks, it should provide results to the user with a minimum of delay, allowing quick drilling down to interactively model the scenarios that users have in mind.
The user interface is implemented as an interactive AJAX-based application, using ajaxsolr 7 framework. In addition to the search and navigation capabilities provided with ajaxsolr, it also adds functional widgets for visualizing the organizations on a scale, mapping the intensity of the locations, displaying demographics trends, and so on. A more detailed discussion of the user interface is provided in Sect. 5.
The presentation of the scale, however, brings the following challenges.
-It would be preferable to plot the locations on the same range as the input collection. However, the Rasch scale is on a latent range (Figs. 8, 9 ).
-Since this will be an interactive application, users would prefer to see almost instantaneous results. Yet, the eRm model generation is computationally expensive.
We resolve the first issue by uniformly scaling the ranges into [-10, 10] , making it consistent with the inputs.
The second issue requires a more specific solution. We make use of the fact that the raw person scores pertaining to number of positive responses is a sufficient statistics for the Rasch model (G 1961) to estimate scale values on the fly. Since we know the date range, and the selected organizations currently visible in the user interface, it is possible to quickly generate a response matrix for this subset of the data, and merge it with the previously known scale information to generate interpolated scale values. A system for ranking organizations using social scale analysis 321
The psuedo-code for the subset scale-generation procedure is presented in Algorithm 1. The process starts with identifying the subset of documents in the (start, end) date range (lines 2-5). Then the keyword frequencies, and thresholds are calculated for the entire set of organizations on this document subset (lines 6-14). Finally, response tables for the subset of organizations is generated (lines 15-17), and then the sums need to be interpolated (lines 18-23), to be able to generate a scale on the [-10,10 ] range (line 24).
Here we have opted to include all the organizations in threshold calculations. This is because, the radical or counter-radical activity intensities are always measured relative to the other organizations participating in the same time period. However, while the scale is based on all the organizations, only the ones specifically asked will be presented to the user.
Experimental evaluation
Indonesian corpus
The corpus domain is the online articles published by the web sites of the 23 religious organizations identified in Indonesia, in the Indonesian language. These sources are the web sites or blogs of the identified think tanks and organizations. As discussed in the Sect. 1, each source was classified as either radical or counter-radical by the area experts. We downloaded a total of 37,000 Indonesian articles published in these 23 web sites, dating from 2001 to 2011. For each web site, a specific REGEX filter was used to strip off the headers, footers, advertising sections and to extract the plain text from the HTML code.
The quadrants model
Our project leverages the results of our previous work, which relied on social theory including Durkheim's (2004) research on collective representations, Simmel's (2008) work on conflict and social differentiation, Wallace's (1956) writings on revitalization movements, and Tilly and Bayat's studies on contemporary social movement theory (Tilly 2004; Bayat 2007) . Our team has also developed, and is currently testing a theoretically based class model comprised of continuous latent scales. The first pair of scales focus on distinctions between the goals and methods of counter-radical and radical discourse, and capture the degree to which individuals, groups, and behaviors aim to influence the social order (change orientation) and the methods by which they attempt to do so (change strategies).
Quadrants model (see Fig. 10 ) captures multiple social trends in four quadrants (A, B, C, and D), and it makes the significant distinction between violent and not-violent dimensions of both radicalisms and counter radicalisms. Using the quadrants model, a researcher can locate organizations, individuals, and discourses in broader categories while still considering subtle differences between groups within categories. A researcher can document movement and trends from category to category, and identify points where movement is likely to happen. We collaborated with three area experts, who collectively possess 35 years of scholarly expertise on Indonesia and Islam. To build a gold standard of orderings of the organizations, we built a graphical drag-and-drop user-interface tool to collect the opinions of each of the area experts. A screenshot of the tool is shown in Fig. 11 .
Each expert, separately evaluated and ranked the organizations in the dataset according to a two dimensional scale of radical/counter-radical (R/CR) and violent/nonviolent (V/NV) axis. The consensus among the experts was high; since per item standard deviations among the experts' scores along the R/CR axis over a range of [-10, 10] , across all organizations were 2.75. In addition, 90 % of the items have less than 22.6 % difference in their rankings. The individual scores for each organization were combined and averaged to obtain the consensus gold standard rankings along the hypothesized R/CR scale.
A work is in progress for building a publicly accessible expert opinion collection toolkit. The preliminary version can be accessed at: http://www.minerva-project.org/ DataCollector.
Computationally generated scale
The ranking discovered by the Rasch model fitting the corpus has been evaluated against the gold standard rankings of the organizations provided by the experts. The difference between two separate rankings have been calculated using the following misplacement error measure in Eq. (9).
errorðG; RÞ
Here, O is the set of organizations, G and R are one to one mapping functions of rankings from set O to range [1,|O|]. For two exactly matching rankings, the error(G, R) will be zero, whereas for two inversely sorted rankings it is expected to be 0.5 (when the size of O is even). In addition, a random ranking is expected to have a error of 0.375.
Expert-to-gold standard error
We calculated the error between each expert's ranking and their consensus gold standard of rankings. The first expert's error measure is 0.06, and the second and third expert's errors are 0.12 and 0.14 correspondingly as shown in the last row of the table in Fig. 12 . The average error of our experts against their gold standard ranking is 0.11.
Baseline: sorting with aggregate score
The first baseline we used was constructed by sorting the organizations according to the number of different keywords observed in their corpus. While this provided a pattern similar to a Guttman scale, and orderings of the organizations matched to a certain degree with the gold standard as shown in Fig. 12 , the error for this baseline was 0.19, which is higher than the average expert's performance.
Baseline: principal component analysis
A stronger baseline was built by employing principal component analysis (Jolliffe 2002) , and sorting the organizations according to their projections in the first principal component of the term-document matrix. Since experts selected the R/CR scale relevant keywords only, it was expected that the first principal component would reflect the corresponding scale. PCA proved to be performing Fig. 10 The quadrants model Fig. 11 The visual interface of the expert-opinion collector for manually placing the organizations on the two dimensional scale A system for ranking organizations using social scale analysis 323 better than the aggregate score sorting, with an error measure of 0.18. However, this error rate is still higher than the error rate of each expert.
Performance of the Rasch model ranking system
The p values from the Anderson LR goodness of fit test from model (1) and model (2) (mentioned in Sect. 3.6) are 0.85 and 0.669, respectively, suggesting no evidence of lack of fit. The Rasch models allow us to get a natural order of the organizations, according to their ''abilities'', i.e., radicalism and counter-radicalism in this case. This system had an error measure of 0.10, which actually provided a higher ranking performance than the average performance of our experts'-performing better than the majority of our area experts.
Evaluations
Our experiments showed that the hypothesized compatibility of the R/CR scale for the Indonesian corpus is valid. Not only the Rasch model was statistically fitting the response matrix but also the generated ranking performance was better than the average expert performance. Among our computational baseline methods, the Rasch Model was the only method producing expert-level performance as shown in Fig. 12 . This preliminary analysis with the R/CR scale shows that when experts assist the system with keyword selection, the web corpus of organizations provides rich-enough information and patterns to enable a computational method to rank them accurately.
Web application overview
A sample snapshot of the web application can be seen in Fig. 13 . It is composed of four main widgets for visualization and navigation. The top-left section which contains the Search and Navigation widget (1) that allows filtering of the document subset using parametric search queries and keyword based search criteria. The top-right section is the Quadrant widget (2) which displays the organizations active in the currently selected time frame on a twodimensional axis, using violence and radicalism scales. The bottom-left section consists of two Treemap widgets (3) which displays the demographics and the top keywords (markers) of the current selection. The bottom-right section has a Timeline widget (4) which provides a visualization of the keywords (markers) trends on a time line. The navigation in the user interface starts with the Navigation widget (top-left) of the web application. Here the user is able to filter down the corpus utilizing full-text search queries, or faceting using keywords, locations, demographics, or choosing a subset of organizations.
The Quadrant widget (top-right) provides a plot of the currently selected organizations on the two dimensional scale. The radical/counter-radical (R/CR) axis is The Timeline widget (bottom-right) displays the trends of the most frequent markers on a time line. Initially the subset of markers presented defaults to all available, however it is possible to restrict the selection of markers to a more limited set among radical/counter-radical, economical, political, religious, or social domains. Timeline widget can also be used for selecting a date range of interest.
The Treemap widgets (bottom-left) are used to display the relative frequencies of demographics and keywords (markers). The displayed marker category selection for this widget is synchronized with the Timeline widget.
In the following sections, we present some scenarios and findings to illustrate the capabilities of the web interface.
Scenario 1: radical organizations' trends
In this scenario, we analyze both violent and non-violent radical organizations. Our web application shows the ideologies that these organizations are propagating. We can see 8 the most prominent markers associated with these radical organizations. Markers such as ''infidel'', ''Sharia'', and ''violence'' show an increasing trend between 2001 and 2011. A very strict interpretation of ''Sharia'' is used by radical organizations to justify their actions (Widhiarto 2010; Hasan 2009 ). ''Sharia'' peaks during this period as shown in Fig. 14 2010) justified by a strict interpretation of Sharia (for the Study of Terrorism 2011). Our documents for FPI ranges between 2000 and 2010. Using our web application's plots of the movement of FPI in the C Quadrant, we found that FPI consistently rised higher on the radical scale as shown in Fig. 15 . We selected the following time ranges, 2000-2003, 2002-2006, 2006-2010 and analyzed the trends of various markers associated with FPI. There was a substantial increase in the intensity of various radical markers such as ''infidel'', ''Mujahedin'', ''pornography''.
9 Since 2006, we also saw a steep increase in the frequency of marker ''Ahmadiyya'', as shown in Fig. 16 , which indicates FPI's increased opposition to this heretical sect (Rahmat and Sihaloho 2011).
Scenario 3: A-quadrant organizations' trends
We analyze Hizb ut-Tahrir also known as Hizb ut-Tahrir Indonesia (HTI), a radical organization widely believed to be non-violent (Ward 2009 ), which has been active in Indonesia since 1982 (Osman 2011) . Between 2007 and 2009, our web application shows various radical and nonradical markers associated with this organization.
Radical
Non-Radical
During the same period, we see a steady increase in the frequency of the radical marker ''Sharia''. This is consistent with one of HTI's goals of implementing Sharia in Indonesia (Hasan 2009 ). Hizb ut-Tahrir openly propagates the ideology of Khilafah, which believes in unification of all Muslim countries as a single Islamic State (Zakaria 2011; Mohamed Osman 2010) . Figure 17 shows By looking at the Quadrants widget (in Fig. 18 ), we can infer that HTI has been moderating its narrative.
Scenario 4: B-quadrant organizations' trends
In this scenario, we discuss the trends of counter radical organizations like NU and DaarulUluum. We also show an interesting scenario on the topic of ''Suicide Bombing'' using the keyword based Navigation widget.
The ''counter radical'' markers 11 associated with these organizations are: ''politics'', ''election'', ''Indonesian Islam'', ''liberal'', ''human rights''. These organizations support democracy and elections, which is shown by the high frequency of the markers ''politics'' and ''election''. Their narrative has local interpretation of Islam at its core, which is shown by the marker ''Indonesian Islam''.
On analyzing the occurrences of radical markers 12 in B-Quadrant, we find that counter radical organizations are very vocal against all of radical markers. One of the interesting radical markers is ''Suicide Bombing''. Most of the counter radical organizations are against suicide bombings. (Malang 2006) . We will now demonstrate how combination of parametric and keyword search, and various widgets in the web application can help reveal opposition to ''Suicide Bombing'' by counter-radical organizations.
Searching for the text ''suicide bombing'', we see that one of the related markers is ''ideology''. Adding the keyword ''ideology'' to the search filter reveals a new set of markers including the ''sin'' keyword. Adding ''sin'' to our search, we obtain a set of matching documents. One of the top matches, is titled ''Mengapa Saya Berubah?'' (english translation: ''Why I changed? '') 13 . This article is by a reformed terrorist, debunking the misinterpretation of the jihad-related verses used by violent groups.
Conclusions and future work
In our experiments, not only did the data show fitness with the Rasch Model for the R/CR scale but also the Rasch rankings of the organizations are better than the output of the other baseline computational methods, and they are at expert-level performance when compared with the consensus gold standard rankings.
Rasch model also provided us with another output, namely the ranking of selected keywords (items) on the R/CR scale. Although preliminary observations indicates that this can be a valuable asset by itself, we plan to further investigate the quality and utility of this ranking as future work.
While the model has been demonstrated to fit on the R/CR scale, two major expansion points can be investigated in the future work, namely the violent/non-violent scale, and enhancement of feature selection. Although our experts have identified a second dimension, evaluating its correlation to R/CR axis, or existence of other significant ones could be beneficial. In addition, the features can be enhanced by experimenting with the significance of the radical keywords in the counter-radical organization corpora, and vice-versa.
A practical method to increase the automation of keyword generation has been discussed in Sect. 3.4. Future work will involve finding an efficient approximation algorithm for this model, for decreasing the necessity of expert interaction for this particular step.
Other interesting work includes making our expert opinion elicitation tool available online to a wider and more geographically distributed audience to crowdsource (Snow et al. 2008 ) the needed expertise for making lists of local organizations, identifying their web sources, and overcome the complex task of construction and validation of significant and fitting scales (work is currently underway to build this tool). Another interesting dimension is to look at synthesis and analysis of scales that do have a strict hierarchy of keywords, but adhere to more flexible partial order models (James and John 2002) . 13 http://www.islamlib.com/id/artikel/mengapa-saya-berubah/.
